CliniCare 100 HF

Reactive mattress high efficiency

Effective pressure ulcer prevention
The CliniCare 100 HF reactive mattress combines the benefits of passive
and active systems and offers effective pressure ulcer prevention to a
broad spectrum of hospital care.
The foam layer creates better pressure relief as opposed to standard
mattresses and the air cells further optimise pressure.
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The air cells
inside the mattress are
filled with foam and automatically
move air between each other without
the attached unit depending on the patient’s
position.
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The edge of the mattress
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The top cover

Dedicated Heel zone
with 7 degree slope maximising heel preesure
offload.

Visco foam comfort layer
is profiled thus improving pressure ulcer prevention.
It offers high comfort when lying on the bed.

creates stable support for when the
patient lies on or leaves the bed.
The profiling makes it better for the
air to circulate inside the mattress.

which is waterproof high moisture
vapour permeable and 4 way
stretch minimises friction and
shearing forces.
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COMPRESSOR YES / NO
The mattress works effectively without or with a compressor depending on
the condition and needs of a specific patient.
— When the compressor is not connected the air flows between cells according
to the patient’s movement with special valves to prevent rapid air loss from
the system.
— If the compressor is connected, the cells begin to alternate in a 12 minute cycle,
or constant low-pressure therapy can be set.

CliniCare 100 HF system control unit (SCU)
without Microclimate management MCM.

MICROCLIMATE
MANAGEMENT MCM
MCM helps manage the general condition and health of the patient’s skin
by reducing the risk of moisture damage and allowing the body’s natural
thermoregulation process to take place.
— When the compressor is connected the moisture level is optimised at the
patient’s skin surface.

EASY TO CLEAN MATERIALS
— 360 degree zipper for easy removal of top cover.
— Wipe clean design suitable for most hospital mattress
cleaning products.
— Top cover can be laundered.
Zipper with protective flap
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CliniCare 100 HF

Management

— Microclimate management

— Variable setting and use
— Optimal infection control

— Comfortable repose

Staff

Patient

— Therapy according to the
patient’s needs

— High standard for an
affordable price
— Effective pressure ulcer
prevention
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